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Free@Last TV, Quadrant and HarperCollins Publishers to 
develop new TV crime drama series The Classic Crime Club 

Classic crime detective publishing imprint to be translated into popular TV drama 
anthology series for British and international television 

 London, 18th June 2019 

HarperCollins has joined forces with TV producers Free@Last TV and Quadrant to develop a 
new international TV brand based on titles from the publisher’s unique archive of classic 
crime titles. HarperCollins began reprinting titles from archive imprints The Detective Club 
and The Crime Club in 2015, after publisher David Brawn discovered them in a company 
archive.  

The TV series is being developed by Free@Last TV with Quadrant Productions. Free@Last TV 
currently produce the successful Agatha Raisin TV movies for American streaming service 
Acorn and that are shown in the UK on Sky ONE. Executive producers for Free@Last TV will 
be Barry Ryan and David A. Walton, Norman Coxall for Quadrant. HarperCollins will also 
Executive Produce. 

So far 50 titles have been reissued with plans for many more from the original 
series.  Reissues have included new editions of three vintage crime books with their original 
covers: The Perfect Crime by Israel Zangwill, reputedly the first locked room mystery; Called 
Back by Hugh Conway, which features a blind murder witness; and The Mayfair Mystery by 
Frank Richardson, centring on the disappearance of a corpse.  

Under the title of ‘The Classic Crime Club’ the TV series will be the umbrella title for an 
anthology series of television films each year adapted from the books currently available 
that showcase the best in detective storytelling from the library’s ‘Golden Age’. Each of the 
books will be adapted as a stand-alone feature length TV drama. Each series will have 8 
episodes and is returnable.  

Replicating the model currently used on the Agatha Christie library for series such as Poirot, 
Miss Marple and the current BBC productions, ‘The Classic Crime Club’ series will offer an 
international window on some uniquely British story-telling.  

Katie Fulford, Special Projects Director for HarperCollins said: ‘This is a wonderful 
opportunity to introduce these classic crime stories to a new generation. The characters and 
plots featured in these books are timeless and HarperCollins look forward to working with 
Free@Last TV and Quadrant to bring them to life.’ 



Barry Ryan, Executive Producer for Free@Last TV said: ‘The enduring appeal of the detective 
novel and its accompanying television series or film is one of the literary and media marvels 
of the century. These evocative, original whodunnits are classic television events waiting to 
happen.’ 

Norman Coxall, Executive Producer for Quadrant said: ‘The HarperCollins anthology 
combines the best of the two classic imprints the Detective Club and the Crime Club and the 
TV series will draw on this rich resource for a new anthology series bringing new characters 
and brilliant stories to life.’ 

About Free@Last TV. An independent TV production company since 2000. Producers of 
over 450 hours of television content. Now dedicated to scripted content. Currently 
producers of Acorn TV’s most successful origination ‘Agatha Raisin’. The series, now 
shooting it’s third series stars Ashely Jensen and is adapted from the novels by M.C. Beaton.  

About Quadrant. Norman Coxall formed Quadrant in 1998 with Jimmy Perry OBE. He 
previously worked at Shepperton Studios on ‘Nicholas and Alexander’, ‘Cromwell’, and with 
Milton Subotsky on ‘The Lawnmower Man’ ‘The Beast Must Die’, ‘Martian Chronicles’ and at 
Lee Studios with Albert Fennell ‘The Professionals’ & A Hazard of Hearts’ . 

 


